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conditions by moving from the less paid to the better paid jobs.
Something has been done by the benevolence of such
employers as provide pensions. Something again has been
achieved by way of employers' liability and workmen's com-
pensation. A longer working life and better health have made
the family income less insecure. And the social services have
made a direct contributions by means of insurance benefits,
pensions, allowances and more adequate assistance. Against
this must be set compulsory deductions from wages that were
barely adequate, in order to pay for compulsory insurance and
for less overcrowded accommodation.
The net result has been encouraging. In 1900 Rowntree
reckoned that one-tenth of the population of York was in a
state of what he called primary poverty—the poverty, that is
to say, that came of income inadequate for the maintenance
of physical efficiency at the moment. In five towns which he
examined in 1913, Professor Bowley found one-sixth of the
working-class population—or one-eighth of the working-class
families—in this condition. In the same five towns in 1924
the same statistical investigator found that only one working-
class family in thirty would then have been in a state of
poverty if it had been receiving full wages, or only one in
twelve at the pay actually received during the week of investi-
gation. And the forty-year interval between the first and
second surveys of London life and labour suggests a similar
conclusion: the decline of primary poverty.
One of the greatest contributions of social science to social
progress has probably been this invention of the poverty-line
by Charles Booth and its application by Rowntree and Bowley.
Nor, to be fully effective did it have to await the nutritional
studies of John Boyd Orr and the League of Nations in the
1930's. We had here, for the first time, a rough but ready
yardstick with which to measure and mitigate the principal
sources of human want. Without it, a national minimum of
income-security would have been unthinkable.
But this is only part of the problem. The secondary poverty
which Rowntree reckoned to be almost twice as numerous

